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                              ABSTRACT

       The present paper reports the experhnental results on the ratio, Reo=={cla/d9
    (;'n-7r,On))/(dG/cl.Q(rP-.r,OP)), at the c.m. pion an.ffIes of 6e', 90', a05=, 120' and

    1400 in the energy region of the incident photon between 500 and 900 MeV. The
    measurement has been perforimed by using a Iiquid deuterium target. The rt"
    mesons and the recoiled nucleons were detected by a pair of Cherenkov counters
    combined with the lead spark chambers and plastic scintillation counteys consist-
    ing of l6 modules, respectively.
       The experimental results are compared with the results of the recent phe-
    noinenolog- ical analyses.

1. Introductien

   The investlgation of the slngle p!on photoproduction provide the valuable
lnformation on tb-e pion-nucleon in`t'erac:•ion and the electromagne• tic interaction
of the photon wit'n the nucleon.
   Nowadays, considerable amounts of the experimental informatlons have
been accumulate•d on the single plon photoproducbon from protons,

                             ;' ÅÄP-}T+ -F n, (1-1)
                             'rg p-> r,O-t- p, (1-2)
with energies below l.5 GeV.
   Recently, the experimental studies in the r,'" photoproduc`Llon from neutrons,

                             rl n-->r,-ÅÄP, (1-3)
hic ve been performed extensively.2}
   Fiowever, the photoproduction of n.eut.ral plons from netttrons,

                             T+n-zO+n, (1-4)
has been scarecely investigated because of the difficulty of the experiment.3}
   In the single pion photoproduction from nucleons, the photoproduction am-
plitude of pions can be expressed with a sum of the isoscalar and isovector
amplitttdes following the isospin decomposition as follows ;`'

 *) A part of this paper was pul]lished in Physics Le`Lters.i)
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                    T+-V'-li(T{o)ÅÄ-31-T(v2)--}Tc312}), (1-s)

                    To .. T<e} +g.Tcv2)+ua23-Tc3fm, (1-6)

                                  g T{ i/2)+um-31hTc312)), (1-7)                    T'- == vTl2iM(T {o) - in.rm

                    Tno=-(T(o)-{...T{1!2}"gT{3,2}), (1-8)

where T", TO, T- and T"O stand for the photoproduction amplitudes of the re-
actions (1-1), (1-2), (1-3) ancl (1-4), respectively. T`O) stands fer theisoscalar"
amplitucle which carries only the isospin 1/2, and T(ii2), and T(3/2] are the iso-
spin 1/2 and 3/.?. parts of the isovector amplitude, respectively.

   In the energy region where resonariices having the isosp!n 1/2 play a domi-
nant role, the isoscalar amplitude T(O) and the isovector amplitude T{i/2) can
contribute to the fermation of these resonances. In general, it is impossible to
separate T(O} and T{if2) separately by ineasurements of the photoproduction from
protons alone, because the photoproduction amplitudes are reduced to be as
follows, neglecting T('3i2), in this energy region; '
                      T(proton) oc TCO}+1/3T`ii2', (1-9)
                      T(neutron) oc T{e)-1/3TCi/2}. (1-IO)
   Therefore, the experiments on Åíhe photoproduction of pions from neutrons
are needed to separate T(O) and T(i/2).
   On the other hand, the coherent photoproduction of r,O mesons on deuterons,

                              r+d-rcO+d, (1-11)
is only induced by the isovector part of tlae electromagnetic interaction, since
the deuteron is an isosinglet. Therefore, an investigation of this process can
provide the informatio' n on the magnitude of the amplitude T{i!2).
   Our prevlous clata of the di!Cferential cross section Eor the reaetlon (i-11)
at tlie c.m. pion angle of 50 -600 2nd in the energy range 500-820MeV indicate
that the isovector part is doininant in the Di3 amplituCe of the r,O production
from nucleens.:)
   In order to clariEy the befucvior o'f T{O) and T(`i2) amplitudes in the energy
region around the second resonance N' (1520), the differential cross section for
the reaction (1-4) was nieasured at 900 around the energy of 750MeV. The
result of this preliminary experiment supports the doininance of the isovector
amplitude.G)

   The measurement on the reaction (l-4) 1".s been psrformed increasing tlie
momentum and angular resolution of the r,O me3-on and p.eutron detecting sys-
tern.s and extending the energy region of incident photons.
   The present paper reperts the experimental results on the ratio,

                         Roe- SgS 9, [IS-S ;' iS'i• (M2)

at the e.m. pion angle of 600, 900, 1050, 1200 and 1400 in the ene- rgy region be-

tween 500 and 900MeV.
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    The experimental apparatus and the procedures are described in Sec.2and
3, respectively. Sec. 4 describes the procedure of the data reduction. The
experimental results are presented and the discttssions are given in brief in
Sec. 5.

2. Experimental apparatus

2-a General deserlptions

    The experimenta! apparatus is schematically presented in Fig. 1. In order
to determine of the reaction energy of Åíhe r,e photoproduction from nucleons in
deuterium, it is necessary to measure all momenta of the r,O meson and the
recoiled nucleon, since the target nucleon is moving in deuterium and the ener-
gies of the incident photens have the continuous spectra due to the brems-
strahlung. ']rhis was reallzed in such a way that cJincidence measurernents on
the recoiled nucleons and the emitted r,O mesons were made, including Åíhe time
of flight (TOF) measurement on the recoiled nucleons. As is shown in the
figure, the Te detector consists of a pair of lead glass Cherenkov counters of
the total absorption type, each of which was preceded by a Iead sparl< chamber
of 12gaps. The total thickRess of the lead plates amounted to 2radiation
lengths. The latter was used to determine a pgsition of the shower or{gin
generated in lead and thus to measure the correlation angle between two decay
photons from the r," meson.
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            Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement.

                                       '
   By the combination of the pulse 1ieights of the Cherenkov counters and the
correlation ang!e, the energy resolution of the r,e detector has been greatly
improved in comparison with that in the preliminary experirnent.
   The recoiled nucleon was detected with l6 rnodules of plastic scintillation
counters. The charge state of tke recoiled nucleon was determined by making
use of the thin plastic scintillation counters located in front of the nucleon
hodoscope,
   When coincidences occurred between the r,O detector and the nucleon ho-
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doscope the spark chambers were triggered and photographed together with the
frame number of pictures. At the same time, all infermatlons Erom the Che-
renkov counters, the nucleon hodoscope and other sclnt{1!ation counters were
recorded in a data processor PDP-5.
    Detailed descrlptions about the apparatus will be given in the following
subsections.

2-b Beam and target

    Electrons accelerated by the 1.3GeV electron synchrotron of Institute for
Nuclear Study, Un:tversity of Tokyo, striked an inner target of Pt (18.3Å~10-3
radiatioR lengths) and produced the brernsstrahlung beam. The beam was
defined by a lead collimator, which was 30cm long and O.5cm in diameter.
The path Df the beam to the ey. perimental area was evacuated in order to ienini-
mize electron backgrounds frorn pair productions. [lrhe charged particles were
swept away with a sweeping magnet placed behind the collirnator.
   The beam was incidented upon a liquid deuterium (or hydrogen) target of
Wahlin-Reitz type
   The container of liquid dettterium or hydrogen, called appendix, was a cir-
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cular cylinder of 10.3 cm in length along the beam ac xis and 5 cm in diameter.
This appendix was made of 5 mi1 mylar, enclosed in a vacuum jacket aAd sur-
rounded by two concentric 2mil aluminized mylar for radiation shielding. The
vaccuum jacket had 10mil mylar windows. The beam intensity was meicsured
with a Wilson type quantameter.7)

2-c Cherenkov counter

    Two Cherenkov counters used in this experiment detecÅíed the photons of
the energy range from 100 to 400MeV decaying from the rce mesons.
    The Cherenkov counters were made of SF-2ti`} !ead glass, the refractive
index of which is 1.6477. The shape of the lead glass was a cube <25Å~25Å~25
crn3) and 9 photornultip!iers of RCA6655A's viewed it from the backward side.
The mechanical construction of these Cherenkov counters was Åíhe same that
we had used in the preliminary experiment,8) except for the optical contaet of
the photomultipliers was improved.
    The gain of Åíhese Cherenkov counters were calibrated by using Åíhe mono-
ehromatic electron beam. Fig. 2 presents the energy resolutions of the incident
electrons measured for Åíhe two cases that the lead sparl< chambers were set
in front of the Cherenkov counters and that they were removed.

2-d Spark ehainber

    Each of the lead spftc rk chambers used to detect the two decay photons from
the ze meson was consist of i2 parailel plate (thin) chambers. The electrodes
of the cliamber having a gap of l cm were alttminum plates of O,05 cm in thick-
ness and glued to the Lucite frarnes. The effective area of these chambers was
25Å~25cm2. Between these chambers, 10 lead plates were placed as converters
for photons. The total thickness of the lead converters was 2.0 in radiation
lengtli. The chambers were filled with He gas which fiowed with a rate oMOO
cm3 per minute, The clearlng field was 80V/cm. The chambers were operat-
ed with an applied pulse voltage of 12.5 KV. The spark gap of a high voltage
pulser was triggered with the krytron circuit which was drived by a pulse from
the counter legic. Under the above operating conditions, the delay time of the
pulsing circuit and the sensitlve time of the spark chambers were 200 ns and 1
pts, respectively.

   The spark chambers were photographed in a stereoscop{c way witl} the use
of mirrors and a AUTOMAX camera having the film advance time of 22.5 ms.

2-e TC detector
                                            '
   A side view of the iO detector is shown ln Fig. 3. In order to measure the
energies and the correlation angle between the two decay photoRs from nO
mesons, each of the Cherenkov counter was preceded by the lead sparl< cham-
ber, which was described in the preceding subsections. Thus, the energies of
the two decay photons from the fle mesons can be measured with a pair of
Cherenkov counters. The correlaSion ac ngles can be determined frorn the posl-
tions of Åíhe shower origlnated in the lead sparl< charnbers. Plastic scintillation
counters Cl-4 and LiH hardeners, the thickness of which was O.2 in radiation
!ength, were placed in front of the lead spark chambers to reject charged

                                                             '                  tt tt *) The lead glass was manufactured by Ohara Optical Glasg. Co. Ltd., Kanagawa, Japan.
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                      Fig. 3. Side view of the T" detector.

partlcles and to absorb !ow energy photons, respectively. Two lead collimators
were also placed in the position which is shown in Fig. 3.
    The opening angle of the rrO detector was set so as to obtain the maximum
detection efficiencies for rcO mesons. The momenta of rre mesons were deterinin-
ed as follows; the energies (lei,le2) of two decay photons from the TO meson
are relaLted to their correlatlon angle by the energy moinentum conservftcSion
law,

                           leife2 -- pt2/(2 (1-cos ip)), (2-1)
where pt is the pion rest mass.
    If the correlation angle Åë is precisely determined, the points which repre-
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 Fig. 4. Determination of the momentum of the rre meson. The rnost probable decay,
        photon energies (Ki", K2") can obtained as the point on the hyperbola, KiK2=
        pt2/(2(1-cosip)), which is at the minimum distance from the point which represents
        the measured value of the energie$ (K!', K2').
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sents the energies (fei,k2) should be on the hyperbola (2-1), as is shown in
Fig. 4.

   The most probac b!e decay photon energies (lei", le2") can be obtalned as the
point on the hyperbola, which {s at the minimum distac nce from the point which
represents the measured values of energies (lei', le2').9)
   Now, the energies (lei', le2') were given with the pulse heights of the Cheren-
kov counters, with the correction for the energy losses oÅí shower electrons in
the lead converters calculated by using of the results of Messel et al,.iO} From
the energies (ki", le2") and the directions of the two decay photons from the rre
rneson, the energy and the direction of the Te meson were cac lculated from the
energy momentum conservation law.
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      Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement for the reaction
            r+p-rcOff-p. Sl-4 denote the plastic scintillation counters.

   The detection efficiencies, the momentum resolutions and the angular reso-
lutions of the nO detector were measured with the coincidence measurement on
the reaction r+P-,r,O+P perforrned by ttsing -c liquid bydrogen target at three
set-up's. The experimentacl a` rrac ngement is schernatically shown in Fig. 5, The
reeolled proton was detected by the combination of the momentum acnalyzing
magnet and the time of fiight measurement between Si and S2 counters. In
order to obtain the more prec{se informations for the energy and the direction
of the recoiled proton, two thin optical spark chambers with four gaps were
placed at the position shown in Fig. 5. The measured detection efflciencles of
the rrO detector were obtained from the fo!lowing ratio ;

                              N(zOp)/N(p), (2-2)
where N(P) stands for the counting rate of the reeoiled proton and N(TeP)
stands for the coincidence rate between the rrO mesons and the recoiled protons.
The momentum resolutions a` nd the angular resolutions of the Te detector were
obtained by comparing the two values of P.,O and PrrO' for each event, where
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 Table 1. The measured detection efflc!encies, momentum resolutionsandangular resolu-
        tions of the rc" detector. The values calculated by the Monte Carlo simulation
        are shown in parentheses. Pn" stands for the averaged momentum of the T"
        meson; oprr", the detection effeciency; tsPne/Pne, the momentum resolution
        (FWHM) ; ri0rrO and dgn", the angular resolutions (FWHM) in the 0 and pa direc-
        tions, respectively.

  Pr.o
(MeV/c)

317.9

 (op906-"O 

)
Ap."/p.e
  (fo6)

I ao.e
l (degree)

  ri9,•..o

(degree)

e.224thO.e15

(o.24oÅ}e.o12)

502,2 l
]

O.393Å}O.020

(O.405Å}O.023)

E

E

6.0
(2.9)

 .l

3.0
(2.3)

i

7.7
(2.9)

'i

2.8

(2.0)

8.0

(7.5)

I

8.5

(s.e)

600,O  O.340Å}O.039
(O. 378 :iFL O. O19) i

4.8

(3.4)

g'

i 2.5

(L4)
i
t

4.8

(4,O)

PnO stands for the measured iinomentuin vector of the rrO meson derived follow-
ing the above mentioned procedure and PnO' stands for the momentum vector
of the rrO meson whlch was kinematically calculaeed froin the measured mo-
rnentum vector of Åíhe recoiled proton. These measured vaclues are listed in
Table 1 together with the results of the Monte Carlo slmulations. '
   From this table, !t is seen that the measured detection efficiencies are con-
sistent with the calculated values within the experimental errors.
   But, the measured resolutions are somewliat lower than the caiculated ones.
This fact comes mostly from the accuracy of Prre' which is estimated to be 3-
6 % (FWHM). Consequently, the experimental resu!ts show tlnc t the momentum
resolutions of the rri O detector are smaller than 5-7 %o (FW}IM) for the TO mo-
mentum range of 300-700MeV.
   The angttlar resolutions in the lab. system were also estimatecl to be li0nO
 :2-3e ic nd Aco.O t4-80, where 0,.e and ep.O stand for the azimuthal angle and the
polar angle of the zO meson with respect to the direction of the bremsstrahlung,
respectively.

2-f Nucleon hGdoseope and counters Al-4

   A hodoscope consisting of 16 modules was used to detect the recoiled nucleon,
eaÅëh of which was 10cm high, 10cm wide and 20cm thicl<, and viewed by a
photomukiplier RCA 6655A through a Lucite iight guide, as is shown in Fig. 6.
They were located in 4Å~4 matrices symmetrically with respect to the direction
of the recoiled nucleons.
   In Åíront of this nucleon hodoscope thin piastic scintillat{on counters Al-4,
each of which had the dimension of O.5Å~21Å~42 cm3 and was viewed by a photo-
multiplier of 56AVP, were placed to identify whether the recoiled nucleon was
a proton or a neutron as is shown in Fig. 7. A lead absorber of O.2cm (orO.Jrr
cm) thick was placed in front of these counters to reduce low energy photons.
The detection e'fficiencies of the nucleon hodoscope for neutrons were measured
by using the neutron beam which was gelterated from the reaction r+P-->T"+fz.
In order to determine the energy and intensity of neutrons, the T" mesons were
detected by a sirnilar experimental arrangement as is shown in Fig. 5.
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8. Detection efficiencies of the nucleon hodoscope for neutrons versus the neutron
   kinetic energy. The measured values for two cases in whick tlte bias of the
   nucleon hodoscepe was set at 20MeV and 10MeV in terms of the proton kinetic
   energy are indicatecl with O and ag, respectively. Solid curves represent least
   squares fits to data points with the power-series polynomial for conveRlences of
   computer calculations.

    The experimental values obtained are presented in Fig. 8 for the values of
two different biases of the electronics. The ikdicated errors are pttrely statistical.

Solid curves shown in this figure represent least squares fiÅís to data points with
the power-series polynomial for conveniences of computer calculations.
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   Moreover, the detection efficiencies of the counters Al-4 for protons were
meftcsured by using protons, momentac of which were analyzed by the magnet.
Fig. 9 shows the measured valttes of the proton detection elli;ciencies versgs the
kinetic energies of the protens for the four reglons of the Al-4 counter system.

2-g EIeetronics

   The kinetic energy of the recoiled nucleon was evaluated 'Åírom the TOF
measva'ement on the recoiled nucleons. The time difference between the pulses
from the Cherenkov counter and that of the nucleon hodoscope were measured
with a time to pttlse height converter (TPC). In order to achieve the good time
resolution of the TOF measurement, a pttlse height compensation device was
added to the TPC. Owing te this device, the pulse height dependence of the
TOF measurement reduced to be less than lns for the range of the pulse
lieights used. The time caiibration between the Cherenkov counter and one
module of the nucleon hodoscope was perforrned by using a light pulser. The
lighr pulser was also used to adjust the tirning between 16 modules within 1 ns.
   The blocl< diagram of the electronics is presented in Fig. 10. Main features
of the electronics are as foliows : the coincidence pulses of a pair of Cherenkov
counters were served as the Te signals. When the signals from any of 16
modules of the nucleon hodoscope coincided with the fle signals, its colncidence
signals (cailed NflO signals) were used as the gate pulses for all gated circults
and the trigger pttlses for pulsing the spark chambers. The NrcO events were
sepa`rated into the PzO events from Åíhe reaction r-FP--->rcO+P ft.nd the nrcO events
from reaction r+n-->zO+n by the information from the counters Al-tl, according
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                               INTERFACE

                               PDP-•5
 Fig. 10, Block diagram of the electronics. L. G. denotes the Iinear gate; F. O., the faR-
         out circuit; DISC, the discriminator; COIN, the coincidence circuit; TPC, the
         time to pulse height converter to which the pulse height compensation device
         was added; ADC, the analog to digital converter of 64ch (ND160F).

to the scheme as is shown in Fig. 10.
    The Nrce signals also generated interrupt sigRals to tlte data processor PDP-5
to allow it to accept the following informaSions for each event ; the pulse heights
of the two Cherenkov counters, the time of fiight of the recoiled nucleon, the
pulse height of the nuc!eon hodoscope, the label!lng of a neutron or a proton
for the recoiled nucleon, the address of the nucleon hodoscope struck by the
recoiled nucleon, and the frame number of the spark chamber pictures.
    A NrrO event required the 50 bits of the computer storage. As the PDP-5
daSa processor is not large enough to provide the extensive on-line analysis of
the data, the data obtained were perforated on the paper tape.
   The checl<s on the stability of the all photomultipliers and the electronic
circuits were made throughout the experiment by monitoring the countingrates
of the eounters.
   For each NrcO event, the electronic circuits were inhibited their operations
for O.4s, wltich was needed to perforate the above informations on the paper
tape.

3. Experimental procedure

   The experimenÅí was performed {n variotts set-up's te measure the dlffer-
ential cross sections of the reaction r+n-rcO+n in the energy range 500-900
MeV and the angular region 45-i400 at the c.m. system. The geometrical para-
meters of the experiment are l{sted for each run in Table 2. The first character
(D or P) means the use of the liquid deuSerium or hydrogen target. For
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Table 2. Geoinetrical parameters of the experiment for each run. O,rO and eN stand for
        the azimuthal angles of the rc" detector and the nucleon hodoscope to the direc-
        tien of the incident bremsstrahlung, respectively; Lc and LN, the distances
        from the centev of the target to the forward faces of the Cherenl<ov counters
        and the nucleon hososcope, respectively; grr, the opening angle of the Te de-
        tector.

Run
    o.. I oN
,.....S.sl...9.tt.{.9.9.).=. (degree)

D-sooneo
D-600- 60

D-550- 90
D-600-!05
D-600-120
D-600-140
D-750- 45

D-750- 60
D-750- 90
D-750-105
D-750-120

D-750-14e
P-600-105
P -750-105

 76.79

 38.84

 62.63

 76.79

 92.68

113.12

 28.45

38.84

 62.63

76.t19

 92.68

117.70

76.79

76.79

l

I

l

 Lc
(cm)

LAT
(cm)

       I37.38

57.48

tl4.0
       I
36. 06 l•
28.91 i
20.93

63.38
ss. g4. I,

       izl l. 1 7

34.01

26.97

IZ 83

34.01       I
34,Ol i

178.80

237.84

192.03

176.84

175.91

170.35

278.54

235.34

188.36

173.43

173. 18

186.43

176.84

173.43

'f

E

I

301.6

285.5

300.0

zlOO. O

399.0

3tl7.5

296. tl

297. 6

397.9

395.2

iieo.o

352.6

400.0

386.4

SOrr'1/2
(degree)

22.01

14.86

18.8e

29.41

21.63

24.38

11.39

l2.21

14.90

16.75

19.03

22.38

19.41

16.75

exarriple, (D-750-90) means tkat the target used was the liquid deuterium and
the rcO detector and the nucleon hodoscope were set to fulfi11 the two body kine-
matics of the reaction r+n-->xO+n at the photon energy o'e 750MeV in the system
in which the target neutron is a.t rest and the c.m. plon anle of 900.
    During our experiment, the bunch width of the photon beam was kept to
be 4ms as to reduce the rate of the accldental coincidences. The maximum
photon energy was taken at 950MeV for all runs except for a part of the (D-
550-90) i-un.

4. Data reduetion

4-a Film scanning

    About 200,OOO pictures of the lead spark chamber have been scanned and
rneasured by four scanners. During scanning process, the shower events which
initiated from the lead converter in the lead spark chamber were selected.
    These shower events on the pictures were identified easily except for the
case in which spurious sparl<s or background electrons obscured the showers.
There were cases in whicla two showers were found on a picture. I?or this
case the shower generated by the preceding lead converter was chosen as the
true event. The former and latter cases were found to occur at the frequency
of 5 % and 2 %, respectively. For the events in which the two decay photons
'from the TO iinesons were converted in the lead spark chambers, the coordinates
of the starting points of showers were meftcsttred. The spacia! accuracy of de-
terminlng the conversion points was Å}O.3cm, including the systematic errors
due to the difference of the characteristics of the projectors. The average time
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(a)

                                   (b)
     Fig. 11. a) Typical example of the shower events in the lead spark chamber,
            b) Typical example of the electron background.

taken to scan and measure one good event was 2.5 minutes. A typical photo-
graph of shower event in the lead spark chambers is shown in Fig. 11.
   In order to show that the showers were caused by the high energy photons,
the conversion rate of the photons as a function of the thickness of the lead
converter is presented in Fig. 12. The informations obtained by the film scan-
ning were punched out on a IBM card together with other data for each 2r's
converted event.

4-b Kinematieal reconstruction

   In order to determine the kinematics of the measured events, the kinematical
reconstruction was performed with a computer FACOM 230-60 for the events
in which the two decay photons from the TO mesons were converted in the lead
converters and time of flight of the recoiled nucleon fall within an acceptable
region in the time spectrum. As a typical example, the bidimensional plot
between the neutron time of flight and the pulse height induced in the nucleon
hodoscope by the neutron for the (D-750-105) run is shown in Fig. 13(a).
Figure 13(b) shows the time spectrum of the eorresponding run. Figure 13(a)
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 Fig. 13. a) Bidimensional plot between the neutron time of flight and the pulse height
           induced in the nucleon hodoscope by the neutron for the (D-750-105) run.
         b) Spectrum of the neutron time of fiight for the same run as in a).

clearly shows that the dependence of the output pulse height from the TPC
circuit on the pulse height of the input pulses becomes to be negligibly small
by use of the compensation device.
    For the events, the time of fiight of which falls within the acceptable region,
the monaentum of the TO mesons were calculated with the procedure as described
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    Fig. 14. a) Bidimensional plot between the pulse heights of the two Cherenkov
              counters for the (D-750-105] run.
            b) Momentum clistribution obtained from the pulse heights according to
              the procedure described in Sec. 2-e.

in Sec. 2-e. The momentum distribution thus obtained is illustrated in Fig. 14
together with the bidimensional plot between the pulse heights of the two
Cherenkov counters. At the same time, the azimuthal and polar angles of the
rrO mesons with respect to the incident bremsstrahlttng were calculated to obtain
the momentum vectors of the rrO mesons.
   The direction ox" the recoiled nucleon was defined in the following way;
when the single module of the nucleon hodoscope was fired, the nucleon direc-
tion was defined from the center of the forward face of this module and the
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       O 100 200 300 400 500
                NUCLEON KINET[C ENERGY ( MeV)
       the number of multiple module events to the number of all events
     the hinetic energy of the nucleon (proton or neutron). The points in-
      with O and @ are from the m" events and pTe events of the D-runs,
respectively. The points indicated with A are from the reaction 7'+P->nt+n
performed by using a liquid hydrogenY•target.
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center of the target as the incident position on the nucleon hodoscope and the
reaction point, respectively.
    However, two or more modules which were adjacent were frequently fired.
This feature is shown in Fig. 15, where the ratio of the number of multiple
module events to the number of all events versus the kinetic energy of the
recoiled nucleon is piotted. This ratio for neutrons is inclined to become higher
than that for protons as energies increase. The majority of mu!tiple module
events was the double module events. Triple or more module events were 7%
of the double ones for the neutrons witla the kinetic energy of 400MeV. For
these events, the incident positions of the recoiled nucleons on the nucleon ho-
doscope were defined as the center of gravity of the forward faces of these
adjacent modules. Due to these procedures, the angular resolutions for the
recoiled neutrons becomes worse than that for the protons.
    The momentum of the recoiled nuc!eous were determined from the pulse
height of the TPC circuit. The time scale corresponding to the pulse height
of the TPC output pulses was calibrated by using accurate delay lines. The
adjustment to minimize the differences of the time delay between each moduie
of the nucleon hodoscope was made by using a light pulser. However, this
adjustment was not accurate enough for our purpose. The data of the P-run
with the liquid hydrogen target allows us to estimate these differences rnore
accurateiy. For the reaction r+P->zO+P, the momentum of the proton in the
final state can be determined when the momentum of the TO meson is known
and the target proton is at rest. The momentum of the zO mesons were obtained
with Åíhe procedure described in Sec. 2-e. Then the corresponding proton mo-
mentum, consequently the address of the nucleon hodoscope in which the proton
was detected and the time of flight of the proten, was calculated. This calcu-
lation gives the time distribution of protons for each module of the nucleon
hodoscope, which is expected from the measured TO momentum. These expected
time distributions were compared with the rneasured distributions of the P-runs,
then the differences of the peak position of the time distribution for each module
of the nucleon hodoscope were carefuily examined. The average difference for
16 modu!es was found to be less than 1 ns. These differences for each module
were fold into the calculation of the kinematical reconstruction as the correc-
tions.

    Finally, for the event obtained in the D-runs, the klnematical quantities in
the initial state of the reactions r+n->nO+n and r+P->rcO-Åí-P are deduced from
the rneasured momentum vectors of the Te mesons and the recoi!ed nuc!eons in
the final state of the reaction.
    In order to obtain the event rate of the reaction r+n-nO+n, for each nrcO
event the following efficiencies were considered ;
    (i) Since some protons were detected as neutrons due to the proton count-
ing losses of the Al-4 counters, each nnO event was considered to have the event
rate of

                             1.o--l-:-O--i2iO-A--•-S---, (4-1)

where rpA stands for the proton detection efficieney of the Al-4 counters which
depends on the kinetic energy of the recoiled proton and the address of the
nucleon hodoscope on which the recoiled proton incidented, as is shown in Fig.
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9. P and IV stand for the normalized counÅíing rates of the PTO event i.nd the
nTO event, respectively.
    (i'i) The next one is the detection efficiency of the nucleon hodoscope for
neutrons. The event rate of each itflO event was divided by the efiftcieltcy as
shown in Fig. 8.
    If the recoiled nucleons were protons, they lost their energies dtte to many
materials, sucl} ft. s the liquid deuterium, mylars, the lead absorber, plas'tic scintil-

lators and air, which were aiong Åíheir fiighr path. For ottr experimeatal ar-
rangements, the corrections for the proton time of fiight due to the energy losses
were less than 1ns. Tlien this correction could be neglected. I{owever, for the
(D-750-45) run the average proton kinetic energles were 60 lvieV at the reaction
point, so that an appreclable amount of protons were lost due to the electronical
threshold of the nttcleon hodoscope. Therefore, the proton da.ta for this run
was not eligible to obtain the Pr,O event rate.

`l-c Bacl<grounds

   The ;)ackgrottnds from the liquid target container was negligibly small aRd
less than O.2%o of the Åírue event ra'te. I{owever, the backgrounds due to
the accidental coincidences amounted to be 5-25% for various set-ttp's by as-
sttming that they are distributecl uniformly in the TOF spectrum as is shown
by the dotted line in Fig. I3(b). Then, the subtraction of the background of
this 1<ind was made in the foliowing way.
   Firstly, the distrlbution of the various kinematical quftcntities corresponding
to these background events were calculated. In Fig. 16, the dotted line repre-
sents the distribntion of the incZdent photon energies in the system in which the
target nucleon is at rest (called K' distribution) for the (D-750-I05) run. The
so!id line represents the K' distribution of the same run for the good events,
the time ef fiights of which are within the acceptable region.
   Consequent!y, the K' distribution for the trtte even'ts was obtained by sub-
Åíracting the dotted one from the solid one.
   Once the K' distributions were obtained for both reaction r--P--"r,O+p and
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r+n--zO+n, the experimental va`lues of Roo's were deduced from the Åíol!owing
ratio;

                           do/cl g (rn-ren) N. O.                      ROo= do/dg(rp-Top)' ='ig7.oi, (4-2)

where NrrOn and Ar,Tev stand for the number of true events for Åíhe r+n--rce+n
altd r+P->rre+P, respectively. N's correspond to the area under the histogram
in the photon energy interval between two adjacent dotted lines as is shown in
Fig. 18. Then, the photon energy interval was 50MeV, whiclt is comparableto
tke energy resolution of the whole detecting system of tke present experiment.

4-d Mente Carlo simu}aÅíions

   The Monte Carlo simulation was used to evaluate the resoluÅí{on of the
whole detecting system. In this calculation the spectator model and the mo-
mentum distribution of target nucleons expected frorn the Hulth6n wave function
were assumed.
   By comparison between the simu!ated and reconsctucted quantities the ex-
perimenta! reso!utions were deduced. In the case of the (D-750-90) rttn, for
example, tke energy resolut{on was 8 % (FWHM) in K' and the angular reso!u-
tion was Å}3,50 in e.O*, where ereO* stands for the c.m. pion angle.
   In Fig. 17, tl}e hlstogram represents the experirnentai values on [Pn" which
were determined for the nTO events and PflO events of the (D-750-105) run by
the kinematical reconstructions from the measured momentum vectors in tlae
final state, where Pnt stands for the momentum vector of the inltial nucleon in
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              O 50 iOO l50 200 250                         MOMENTUM OF•iN[TSAL NUCLEON ( MeVc)

               Momentum distribution of the initial nucleon. The solid curve
               is obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation.

the lab. In Fig. 17, the solid curve represents the resttlt of the Monte
Carlo simulation on IP.il, in which the resoiutions of the apparatus were folded
into.

5. Experimental results and discussions

5-a Experimental results
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Table 3. Numbers of
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pictures taken and pictures scanned.
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Run

D-500-IOO
D-600- 60

D-550- 90
D-600-105
D-600-120
D-600-140

D-750- 45

D-750- 60
D-750- 90
D-750-105

D-75e-120
D-750-140

The number of
pictures taken

   (2 Å~ 103)

PTa nrre

 4.36

 2.12

 6.IO

 5,ll

 5.35

 4.64

 1.53

 5.03

8.66

11.53

7.29

5.27

L56
1.67

2.33

1.66

3.04

2.82

1.17

2.51

3.09

3.49

3.29

6,31

The number of
pictures scanned
   (2 Å~ loS)

Pne nze

2.32

2. 10

3. 19

2.69

2.98
3. 17

1.44

2. 57

3.09

2.54

3.40

4.01

1.56

1.63

1.68

1.62

3.04

1.97

1.07

2.51

3.09

3.04

3.25

4.81

The number of
 events

true

1>ze   enz

 654.8

 709.1

1219.3

 917.0

1000.0

 632.7

 585.1

1226.3

1514.1

956.4

1335,7

694.8

258.4

175,7

330.8

301.8

325.8

168.8

198.5

402,4

427.8

552.2

448,8

177.7
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   The ratios Ree have been obtained for 12 runs by the procedure described
in Sec. 4.

   In Table 3, the nurnbers of pictures taken and pictures scacnned are sum-
marized for each run.
   In Fig. !8, the final results of the K' distribution obtained from the true
events are summarized for both reactions r+n--Te+n and r+p-TO+P at 11
runs except the (D-75e-45) run. Since each measurernent has been performed
at a fixed angle in the lab. system, the eorresponding c.m. pion angle enO* are
indicated in Fig. 18.
   Table 4 represents the measured values of the ratio Roo, which is the ratio
oi the area under the histogram of K' for the reaction r+n-->fle+7•z to Åíhat for
the reaction r+P->ze+P ln the photon energy lnterva! between two adjacent
dotted lines sbown in Fig. 18, The ratio obtained from both tailes of the kisto-
gram of K' was not adopted because of the poor statistics. In Table 4, when
the values obtained from different runs belong to the almost same energy Ki
and c.m. pion angle 0mO'k, the weighted means•of these values are tabulated.
The errors qttoted are purely statistical; the possibie systematic errors are of
the order of 5%. The values in this table are plotted in Fig. 19 for varlous
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    Table 4. Measured values of the ratio R...

K' (MeV)

 505Å}25

 555Å}25

o.e* (degree) Reo

605Å}25

655Å}25

83.0Å}3.5
99.0Å}3.5

112.0Å}3.5

54.5Å}3.5
85.5Å}3.5

101.0Å}3.5
114.0Å}3.5
130.5Å}3.5

56.0th3.5
81.0Å}3.5
99.5Å}3,5

116.0Å}3.5
Z33.0Å}3.5

57.5Å}3.5
87.0Å}3,5

102.0Å}3.5
116.5Å}3.5
134.5Å}3.5

I 1.45Å}O.17
1.13Å}O.16
1.45Å}O.33

1.27Å}O.33
1.47Å}O.16
2.36Å}O.!4
1.93Å}O.30
1.96Å}O,41

O.92Å}O.18
O.93Å}O.13
O.87Å}O.12
1.37Å}O.20
2.20Å}O.43

1.06Å}O.14
l.08Å}O.13
i. 13Å}O. 13
1.31Å}O.15
l.59Å}O.28
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705Å}25

755Å}25

805Å}25

855Å}25

905Å}25

59.eÅ}3.5
90.0Å}3.5

104.5Å}3,5
118.5Å}3.5
137.5Å}3.5

60.0Å}3.5
88.0Å}3.5
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energies of K' as a function of the c.rn. pion angle finO"".

5-b Diseussions

    In the energy region of our experiment, WalkeriO and Chau, Dombey and
Moorhousei2) extensively made the phenomenological analyses of the recent pion
photoproduetion data In Fig. 19, their resttlts are plotted together with the
analysis by Yamaki.i3) Yamaki performed Åíhe partial wave analysis with tke
C, G. L. N amplitudesi`} and phenomenological amplitudes.
    In the present experiment, main features ef the energy dependence of the
ratios Roo are qualitatively summarized as follows ;
    i) The ratios Roo at the energy region around the second resonance N'
(l520) are nearly equal to unity except at large angles. This resultseem Sobe
consistent with our previous conclusions that the isovector part in the Di3 am-
plitude of the pioR photoproduction from the nucleon around the second reson-
ance plays a dominant role,o",6} However, in order to obtain more precise infor-
mations about the ratio of the isoscalar part to the isovector part, the behavior
of the non-resonant background arnplttude should be Saken into accoant in car-
rying out the pardal wave analysls.
   ii) At lower energles (500-600MeV), there seems to be some trend that the
ratios Roo become somewhat !arger than unity.
   It should be noted that in this energy region the effect of Pii resonance might
be expected to become appreciable, although there is no definite evidence of this
kind in the pion photoproduction. Donnachie suggested that according Åío the
SU3-symmetry the strong enhancement of the Mi- amplitude for the pion photo-
production from the neutron might appear from the constructive interference
between the isoscalar and isovector parts.i5) The results of the present experi-
ment do not indicate such a constructive interference in the Mi- amplitude and
is interpretable by the Sii ampl{tude (especially by the Born te!m of this am-
plitude). Consequently, the presence of Pn resonance is not established by the
present results.
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